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My semester abroad at IMT Nagpur (India) began at September, 21st 2013 and lasted till January 9th, 

2014. 

From the first day of my stay at IMT, I was impressed by the helpfulness and the kindness of the 

Indians. 2 days were enough to settle at IMT, Nagpur and by then I was a part in several activities like 

sports and meeting other guys to have some f  ood or just to hang around. I was also asked to be part 

of a team at the “Ranbhoomi Event”. While the first few days and especially the Ranbhoomi, I met 

many people (students, lectors, staff members etc.) and started strong friendships with them. I never 

felt lonely or not being integrated. 

The classes were interesting. The students and lectors were happy to help and answer my questions. 

The group assignments and presentations were a great experience. Though tough, the group work 

made the classes interesting and I could easily understand the subjects. 

The accommodation in the AEC block was good. 

One of the things that I started loving during my stay at IMT was the Indian food. There is a vast 

difference in the Indian and the German cuisine, but it took a couple of weeks to familiarize with it 

and soon I was in love with the Indian food. 

To sum up: My stay at IMT Nagpur and trips to Delhi and Mumbai were one of the most impressing 

experiences I’ve ever had. I made many good friends with who, I’m still in contact and who also plan 

to visit me in Germany. The support and hospitality of the IMTians changed my point of view.  

Last but not the least, the weather was excellent during my entire stay. 

I hope to see some of my friends again, soon.  Best greats from Munich/Germany. 


